factory option. Experience with various new approaches is presented, including activated and nonactivated prothrombin complex concentrates, high purity porcine Factor VIII, removal of the inhibitor by affinity chromatography and induction of immunological tolerance with massive doses of Factor VIII; high dose intravenous IgG is too recent for inclusion. Experience with some of these regimens is limited to one or two centres and, as discussed, there are major problems in designing clinical trials because of the heterogeneity of the patients and the difficulty of defining response, so that those seeking for guidance on management of their own patients will find much information here but as yet no conclusive answer. This excellent book, which is but 71 small pages in length, is designed to correct this unhappy state and I am sure achieves this very successfully. A couple of hours of careful study will give a very satisfactory understanding of anal pathology and the management of haemorrhoids and associated conditions. This is largely due to 35 high class full page colour photographs, which illustrate well all the commonly seen anal conditions with a brief but clear text explaining the pictures. This book should have many uses and will be suitable for unravelling the mysteries that medical students may otherwise not be taught. Trainees will be glad to have these anal conditions explained if they are not working on a surgical firm which deals with them, and general practitioners may be very happy to have it on their bookshelf as a reference for when they see The last few years have seen a revolution in the application of molecular biology to clinical medicine. Our understanding of the structure of genes and the way in which they work is growing rapidly. Individual human genes have been cloned and their complete DNA sequence determined. Sophisticated hybridization techniques allow the probing of DNA and RNA in pathological samples. To the clinician the pace of development of these new techniques has been alarming. Those involved in clinical genetics have been in the front line of the impact of the new technology and are well versed in it. But it is not going to stop there. This short book by an experienced teacher and writer provides an excellent introduction to the recombinant DNA technology. It covers the methods used well with clear prose and informative line illustrations. The molecular pathology of several diseases is discussed. Although much of the work is still in its infancy the possibilities are demonstrated well. The excitement and pitfalls of gene therapy are conveyed with just the right balance. Finally there is a chapter on the ethics, hazards and future of the technology. A feeling for the historical perspective (five years is now history in biology) is given, allowing the sometimes haphazard development of different cloning systems with their confusing names to fall into place. Key papers are referred to together with a useful glossary for those new to the field.
The book is extremely well written and is immensely readable. It is clearly a classic that should be read by all practising clinicians. Whatever their specialty, the information it contains is likely to impinge on their practice before the century is out. K £19.50 ISBN 0-407-00335-5 London: Butterworths 1984 This is the third edition of a highly successful and lavishly illustrated short textbook aimed primarily at medical students and general practitioners. I have, therefore, discussed it with members of these groups and have taken note of their comments.
Overall, it is an excellent book. It contains 571 illustrations, most of which are well photographed examples of cornmon conditions. However, some of the pictures are either too dark to show any detail or else not taken sufficiently close-up. British dermatologists will not be very happy with the picture caption 'Acute eczema caused by metal earring'. The term 'eczema' is reserved for endogenous disease while exogenous eczema is called 'dermatitis'.
Where this illustrated guide scores over the atlasthat is, its most obvious rivalis in the provision of an accompanying text. On the whole this is reasonably accurate, but there are a number of unsatisfactory statements. On page 43, for
